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Photoelectron spectroscopy investigation of new systems based on graphene
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Graphene, a modern 2d crystal, is very studied material nowadays. It may be possible to create new electronics devices on its base which will exceed all the others, that we use now. Graphene has its outstanding properties due to its unusual electronic structure. However for using it in new devices, first we need to create and develop new methodics of synthesis of such material in industrial scale. The main problems of these methodics are the investigation of the mechanism of synthesis of graphene on different substrates and also the problems of doping graphene to get the different types of conductivity.
During this work the main modern methodics of investigation of a surface of crystal material were studied. We confirmed in our experiment the methodic of graphene synthesis on the surface of Ni(111) and we found the experimental parameters of this process. We did the experiment of an intercalation of gold under monolayer of graphene. We showed that the electronic structure of core levels after intercalation became similar to the structure of graphite. So after it the main substrate where graphene was synthesised have no more impact on it. We performed the experiment on the synthesis of n-doped graphene on Ni/W(110) and Ir(111). The synthesis parameters for n-graphene/Ni/W(110), followed by gold intercalation, were found. We proposed and justified the mechanism of growth n-doped graphene on Ni/W(110) and explained the impossibility of the syntesis on the Ir(111) substrate. We tried to get the monolayer of 2d crystal of SiC using the method of Si intercalation through graphene. The obtained result is analized.
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